CHANGING LIVES, CREATING SUCCESS

At Wegmans, we’ve long believed that we can only achieve our goals if we fulfill the needs of our people.

In this spirit, we created the Wegmans Scholarship Program to assist our people in their pursuit of higher education.

Since 1984, we have awarded over $115 million dollars to more than 36,500 employees through the Scholarship Program.

Currently over 4,500 employees are receiving scholarship funds from Wegmans.

MEET SOME OF OUR PAST WINNERS

REGGIE
Service Area Manager, Woodmore, MD
2005 Scholarship Winner

“The scholarship had a huge impact on my success. Wegmans doesn’t just talk their values, they live them. Getting that scholarship showed me Wegmans really believed in me and that was the best feeling ever!”

ELISE
IT Security Technician Rochester, NY
1999 Scholarship Winner

“The Wegmans scholarship paved a path to pursue my dreams, grow as an individual, and nurture the skills I gained while continuing to learn more.”

JASON
Executive Chef Charlottesville, VA
2003 Scholarship Winner

“Having that scholarship made a huge difference as I grew my knowledge. Wegmans showing us that kind of support really encourages all of us to come to work and share that kind of care with our customers.”

Congratulations to our 2018 Scholarship Winners

FROM OUR AUBURN STORE

Victoria Bachman
Rachel Baldwin
Brian Blumer
Emily Button
Emma Clark
Liz Copeland
La’Ronica Craven
Ashley Decker
Nick Dejoy
Kaitlyn Diego
Renee Eggleston
Sierra-Joy Feocco
Cody Musso
Rissa Pysnack
Nathan Sorber
Kara Traver
Kayla Whyte
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Tim Botting
Xavier Brown
Mike Burst
Cody Carnaya
Francesca Collins
Hannah Devaney
Marnasia Flowers
Geoffrey Holmes
Brad Hopkins
Justin Howe
Kavin Inthirakot
John Kasarda
Parisa Manouchehripour
Allie Rice
Daniele Soulier
Mike Wilkinson
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Kiersten Albertson
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Congratulations to our 2018 Scholarship Winners FROM OUR DEWITT STORE
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Anna Arefyev
Michael Bonvell
Josh Bullock
Ally Byrne
Karizmah Caldwell
Josh Chapin
Brianna Condon
Alex Coombs
Simone Dishaw
Adam Douglas
Kate Draveck
Jimayris
Alex Kerr
Hammed Khazaleh
Julia Kissock
Gabriel Labbate
Alex Mangovski
Shannon Norton
Katie O’Brien
Jonathan Osorio
Grace Penny
Joe Re
Nathan Redmond
Jack Richards
Josh Scholten
Laya Smith
Sarah Smith
Zac Suchomski
Chris Turley
Nasdja Wilson
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Lauren Busby
Bradlee Collier
Eric Corp
Troy Eames
Cassidy Grevelding
Kaylee Henry
Jazmine Herbert
Hana Hollenbeck
Ashleigh Rausa
Makenzie Ray
Emily Vacco
Ashley Wright
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Shawndel Andrews
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Elijah Bundrage
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Lucas Cruz
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Esther Leyva
Giniyah Mike
Sydney Olp
Katie Piechowicz
John Robinson
Mercy Sherman
Taylor Thomas
Jolyse Tuyisenge
Tray Wallace
Anna Wojcik
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Ben Vazquez
Stephanie Woodworth
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Shermont Bradwell
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Justin Converse
Cory DeNio
Tyler Nicolaos
Cayley Nightingale
Octavia Radley
Sara Salah
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Ashley Silva
Justin Wagner